Board of Aldermen prepares to vote on road extension

by Jennifer Blanket

The proposal for the extension of Slin Creek Parkway was passed recently by the Transportation Advisory Committee and the City Planning Board of Winston-Salem and will come before the Board of Aldermen on Tuesday. Hope said he had no objections that would be considered to design the road.

The remedy to the bill would involve outboarding from Lebo's Road Off-Road and Running Drive, with the eastern industrial and executive side of Slin Creek Parkway where a glitch-affected intersection would be removed. The project is expected to be done by mid-1960s, Winston-Salem's senior planner Kim Kowalski said.

There have been discussions and proposals in the Slin Creek Parkway traffic problems for the past 40 years. Kowalski said. Even now, the current problem appears too small to be resolved by the committee, a fact that will be in the best state Board of Transportation.

"Our goal is to get something right on the long term," Hope said. "This will be the solution the state should have." He said the demand for land in the area is substantial.
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Dance artist captivates audience

by Christine Vorkoly
director of the Thanksgiving Day Parade

Villa, a retired principal dancer of the American Ballet Theatre and a native of Florence, N.Y., is coming to the Dance Center on Tuesday for an informal talk at Reynolda House and a dance performance at the Wake Forest Center.

The principal event of Villa's stay in Winston-Salem will be the dance performance, which is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. Tuesday at the Wake Forest Center. Villa's program will include a selection of classical ballets, including Balanchine's "Apollo" and "Symphony in C," as well as some modern works.

Villa, who has taught at the Joffrey Ballet School in New York and at the Ballet School of the New York City Ballet, will also conduct a master class for students of the Wake Forest Center.


The program included a selection of classical ballets, including Balanchine's "Apollo" and "Symphony in C," as well as some modern works. Villa also conducted a master class for students of the Wake Forest Center.

Announcing Erno Laszlo Skin Benefits for Adults

NOW, FOR A LIMITED TIME, THE ERNO LASZLO INSTITUTE OFFERS A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY INTRODUCTION OF SKINCARE PRODUCTS FOR YOUR USE...FOR FREE! FOR YOUR USE...FOR FREE!

We at the Erno Laszlo Institute are pleased to offer you the opportunity to try some of our skin care products for free. This special offer is available only for a limited time, so don't miss out on this opportunity to experience the benefits of our products.

To take advantage of this offer, simply fill out the form below and we will mail you your free samples. Don't wait, act now and discover the difference Erno Laszlo skin care can make in your skin's appearance and health.

We hope you enjoy trying our products and we look forward to hearing from you soon.

Kindly mail the coupon below to:

ERNO LASZLO INSTITUTE
725 East 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021
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NEWS BRIEFS

The Wake Forest University football team lost to the University of Kentucky, 24-7, on Saturday.

The Wake Forest women's basketball team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 85-63, on Saturday.

The Wake Forest men's basketball team defeated North Carolina Central, 89-73, on Friday.

The Wake Forest women's volleyball team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 3-0, on Saturday.

The Wake Forest men's soccer team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 2-1, on Saturday.

The Wake Forest women's soccer team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 2-1, on Friday.

The Wake Forest men's tennis team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 6-1, on Saturday.

The Wake Forest women's tennis team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 7-0, on Friday.

The Wake Forest men's golf team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 195-198, on Friday.

The Wake Forest women's golf team defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 195-198, on Friday.

The Wake Forest men's track and field team competed in the Southern Conference Championships on Saturday.

The Wake Forest women's track and field team competed in the Southern Conference Championships on Saturday.

The Wake Forest men's swimming and diving team competed in the Southern Conference Championships on Saturday.

The Wake Forest women's swimming and diving team competed in the Southern Conference Championships on Saturday.
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In the nation...

Reagan signs mental hospital bill

After an hour-long debate with a bipartisan group of Congressmen, President Reagan signed a bill that will force states to provide new mental hospitals for the past two years in which state hospitals were closed but just January. It reads, "Right dowm.

Ford has set a tone to raise funds for the past five years with his own personal campaign contributions. Bush is in the lead with just one year to go.

"Ford is going to use his personal fortune and his personal connections to try to raise funds for his campaign," said a Bush aide. "It's a cliche, but Ford has always been a great fundraiser."

Bush aides said they were confident that their candidate would continue to raise money at a steady pace, while Ford's team was more cautious.

Two new polls released this week showed a significant increase in support for Bush. The Wall Street Journal poll showed that 52% of likely voters supported Bush, while 48% supported Ford. The Courier-Journal poll showed similar results.

Congressman continues the fight for public school funding

A congressman from the southern United States has introduced a bill that would provide additional funding for public schools. The bill was introduced in response to the recent cuts in funding for public education in his district.

The congressman said, "Our children are the future of this country. We cannot ignore the needs of our public schools." He added that the bill would provide additional funding for schools in underserved areas.

The bill has received support from a bipartisan group of Congressmen, including representatives from both the Republican and Democratic parties.

In the world...

The American Council on Education (ACE) is calling for a moratorium on the use of nuclear weapons. ACE's president, Dr. John Glenn, hopes to raise awareness about the dangers of nuclear weapons and to encourage the use of peaceful means to resolve conflicts.

Glenn said, "The use of nuclear weapons is a threat to the survival of our planet. We must find ways to resolve conflicts without resorting to violence."

The moratorium would apply to all nuclear powers and would be a step towards reducing the risk of nuclear war. ACE is working with other organizations to promote the moratorium and to encourage governments to take action.

The moratorium would be voluntary and would allow countries to choose whether to participate. ACE hopes that the moratorium will lead to a decrease in the number of nuclear weapons and to a reduction in the risk of nuclear war.
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Freedom from Soviet fear

The Soviet menace from the Gromyko-Anatoly range talks, to the pariahs of the non-aligned movement, to the military power of the military bloc is so evident. It was surprising to see many students, not only those who are members of the actual communist party, but also those who were not, display strong anti-communist feelings.

In addition, the anti-communist sentiment is reflected in the military or a force which makes the presence possible of non-communist political parties in the Soviet Union. This is not a new trend but a long-range foreign policy. That is why the Soviet bloc is so powerful and why it is still growing.

The Soviet bloc is very powerful because its members are united. The Soviet Union itself is not very powerful, but it is supported by other nations. This support is crucial to its strength.

The obvious question is why do nations support the Soviet Union? The answer is that they believe it is in their best interest to do so. They see the Soviet Union as a protector against other, more powerful nations. The Soviet Union is also a source of economic aid and access to markets.

The Soviet bloc is not just a military force; it is also an economic force. The Soviet Union is a major player in the world economy and its influence is felt in many countries.

The Soviet Union is also a political force. It is a major player in international affairs and its influence is felt in many countries. The Soviet Union is often used as a tool to influence other countries and to promote its own interests.
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**OPINION/EDITORIAL**

**‘Nuclear hardball’ threatens world\nSoviet’s words lack sincerity**

**Fallout from ‘The Day After’\nDramatic threats discussion**

---

**Letter to the editor**

**Editorial shows naivete**

I have just finished reading Miss Hiltz’s Nov. 23 editorial, “It is time to deal with the nuclear threat.” I read it to find out how Miss Hiltz felt about the nuclear threat, and that was my idea. What I think she learned about the nuclear threat, there I was, glad to hear it.

Any show that so much as mentions the nuclear threat is naivete enough to start asking questions about the nuclear threat. It is not using political programs. As such, it is using the nuclear threat. Does nuclear threat mean the nuclear threat?

It means that Hiltz, who just wants to keep the nuclear threat out of the public eye, has done this.

---

**Summary of discussion**

**Panel indicates reactions**

by Donald H. Davis

The NBC-TV movie, “The Day After,” about the day after a nuclear war in the United States, has raised many important questions about national security and collective responsibility. The movie has centered on the treatment of children and young people, but it has also raised important questions about public discussion of public issues in the United States. The movie has also centered on the treatment of children and young people, but it has also raised important questions about public discussion of public issues in the United States.
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Economist explores monopoly intervention

by Charlie Barlowe

In the second of two lectures titled "Regulation of Corporations," Rachelle Rembert, associate professor of history at Appalachian State University, discussed the history of government regulation of the telecommunications industry. In the first of two lectures, she indicated that much of the regulation should come from the federal government, not state or local government, and that competition in the industry is necessary to ensure that consumers have the best service possible.

"In the second of two lectures titled "Regulation of Corporations," Rachelle Rembert, associate professor of history at Appalachian State University, discussed the history of government regulation of the telecommunications industry. In the first of two lectures, she indicated that much of the regulation should come from the federal government, not state or local government, and that competition in the industry is necessary to ensure that consumers have the best service possible."

Women's role in history receives recognition

by Mary Beth Thatcher

Historians are beginning to explore the importance of women's roles in the history of the United States. As a result, there has been an increased interest in the contributions of women to the history of the United States.

Associate professor of history at the University of Georgia, Bennett, is a specialist in the history of women in the United States. Her research focuses on the role of women in American history, particularly in the areas of labor, education, and politics.

In her latest book, "Women's Work in America: From the Home to the Marketplace," Bennett explores the history of women's work in the United States, from the early 19th century to the present day. Her work highlights the ways in which women's roles in the economy have evolved over time and the impact these changes have had on society.

Bennett's research has been recognized by a number of prestigious organizations, including the American Historical Association and the National Women's History Project. She has received numerous grants and awards for her work, including a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Debaters honor retiring coach

by David Farley

The annual Wake Forest Debate Team Tournament, held Sat.

day, Sept. 17, was dedicated to the memory of John D. "Jack"

Connally, who served as the team's co-director from 1973 to 1982.
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Winston-Salem lacks 'right stuff'

Reviewers pass city
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Winston-Salem lacks 'right stuff'
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Forty-six persons
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Join us for

FAT'S TUESDAY

Sweaters, jackets, skirts, and more. Everything

伤心”的标题，每年有来自超过1000名的学生，父母，和

"Thinking Of Europe

Next Summer?

Plans are now being made for three groups of 30 persons each for May and June, 1984. A

24-day tour in London, in Amsterdam, in

Heidelberg, Munich, Salzburg, Vienna, Florence, Venice, Rome, Istanbul, Switzerland, Paris and

Back to London ALL FOR LESS THAN $1300.00. For details call 720-0221 or write to:
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Pounds ends career

by Stephanie Tyndall

Satisfied with the fact that she has played her last ACC matches, Patti Pounds will be retiring her jersey soon. During the 1983 season, Pounds averaged 4.1 kills, 1.33 blocks, and 3.72 digs per game. She was named a first team All-American. Pounds never is the half she passed with points each. Pounds only did a ? of her team and her name was never put on the scoring list. It was really going to be that easy for Wake Forest to do this in the present.

When we had to sit it the defense came through with a few good blocks and the offense delivered when we needed them most. "I'm a very physical player and I'd be out of the way if we go to the ball," Pounds said. "I hope that I have helped build the program by setting an ex-

Pounds earns career
by Linda L. Pounds

her hand on the floor hard twice and received a promotion. Pounds earned a starting spot on the Wake Forest varsity this year. She is a second team All-American. When she was named a first team All-American, she was named a first team All-American. Pounds earned a starting spot on the Wake Forest varsity this year.

Pounds intends to pursue a career in law enforcement after her graduation from Wake Forest and is in the last of the promotions. "It's a lot easier when I was leaving high school," Pounds said. "I hope that I have helped build the program by setting an ex-

by Tyger King

The Bile Super (Atlantic) promotions campaign, designed to bring more life to Trenton's Steel City in the spring and early summer, will include the first-in-the-series Super Beef-a-rama event this weekend. The event will feature a variety of food and drink specials, live entertainment, and a chance to win a $1,000 cash prize.

Another reason he cited was that the decals were donated by the College Ticket Office and included the names of all the schools and colleges represented by the decals, which made them highly attractive to fans. The decals are also available at local retail stores and through the College Ticket Office.

"I'm really going to be that easy for Wake Forest to do this in the present." Pounds said.

When we had to sit it the defense came through with a few good blocks and the offense delivered when we needed them most. "I'm a very physical player and I'd be out of the way if we go to the ball," Pounds said. "I hope that I have helped build the program by setting an ex-
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Sports

Wake Forest wins opener easily

by Tyger King

Getting the first game of the season under your belt brings a lot of confidence. You carry that over into the season and you're ready to go. It was a good way to start the season for Pounds and her teammates.

Pounds capped off the season with a career-high 12 kills and 11 digs. She also had six blocks. "I'm really going to be that easy for Wake Forest to do this in the present." Pounds said.
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Jordan tops all-ACC voting

GREENSBORO, N.C. — All-America Michael Jordan is the top candidate by far for the 1980 preseason all-ACC Conference honors. The senior forward from the University of North Carolina was selected in all 28 ballots of the ACC annual press day Operation Basketball.

Jordan, a 6-foot-8, 215-pound player, received votes without reservation from every member of the media. The North Carolina player was selected in all 28 ballots of the ACC annual press day Operation Basketball.

Specialists, an all-ACC poll of each of the 28 ACC schools, including 28 media, selected in all 28 ballots of the ACC annual press day Operation Basketball.

Jordan was also selected on the ACC's preseason Player of the Year list. The 4-year veteran was first in scoring with 21.8 points per game, first in rebounding with a 10.5 average and third in field goal percentage at 55 percent. Jordan was also selected on the ACC's preseason Player of the Year list. The 4-year veteran was first in scoring with 21.8 points per game, first in rebounding with a 10.5 average and third in field goal percentage at 55 percent. The 4-year veteran was first in scoring with 21.8 points per game and first in field goal percentage at 55 percent.

Jordan was also selected on the ACC's preseason Player of the Year list. The 4-year veteran was first in scoring with 21.8 points per game and first in field goal percentage at 55 percent.

Assistant coaches help build strong basketball program

by Keith Snyder

Tom Donnelly begins his 15th season as head basketball coach, but he will tell you, "If I can pass the ball and they run with it, Jordan won't. I think I've had a strong part of the season.

Another task for Jordan is to find players that are "compatible to the way we want to play," particularly the kind of ball that can deal with the kids in terms of what they need individually." Jordan was also selected on the ACC's preseason Player of the Year list. The 4-year veteran was first in scoring with 21.8 points per game and first in field goal percentage at 55 percent.

The idea of recruiting is to find players that are "compatible to the way we want to play," particularly the kind of ball that can deal with the kids in terms of what they need individually."

Donnelly said there are two types of possible players: the signal and the recruiters. The recruiters are new to the kids and they can learn them, the idea being that they can work with the kids and then teach them, the idea being that they can work with the kids and then teach them.

Checking at Forest is enjoyable for Jordan. He has the team's intensity and the players participate more a part-time basis, he explained. After playing in Germany and in the low school game, the players are willing to work with the kids and then teach them, the idea being that they can work with the kids and then teach them.

"I'm excited," Jordan said, "if I can pass the ball and they run with it, Jordan won't. I think I've had a strong part of the season."

"We've got a young one," Brown said. "We (East Carolina) wanted to keep an ACC team."

At 6, he is young for his position but he has a lot going on and he needs to work on his position."

"Concerning the season, it's exciting," Brown said. "I'm an optimistic one. We'll have a good team this year."

The rest of the coaches are also optimistic about the season and believe the ACC is in for a big year.

"If everything goes," Freidinger said, "we just have to be competitive in the early part of the season.

"It would be a very good bowl."
WHATA WEEK!

NO COST JUST ASK WHEN YOU ORDER

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Large Pizza for price of a small pizza
Large Pizza for price of a small pizza
16" Pepperoni for $5.99
16" Deluxe for $7.99
Free Sausage
Free Pepperoni
One Topping Free

$1,000.00 INSTANT FINANCING

...of course!

3443-R Robinhood Rd. (Across from Pizza Hut)
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 11-7:30, SAT. 10-6 • PHONE 768-0150

GRAND OPENING!!!

Celebrate the Grand Opening of the new Raleigh Store at all three Stereo Sound locations. The biggest sale in our 16-year history...FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY!

$1,000.00 INSTANT FINANCING

Layaway Now for Christmas

10% Down
90 Day Free Interest
(If Approved)